COLLECTION

Brilliant designs for dazzling spaces.
Delight is a three-strong collection of extraordinary wall-to-wall
carpets to lift hospitality, leisure and commercial interiors with
shimmering effects and subtle metallics. Celebrating the mixed
metallic trend, BlazeW2W, GleamW2W and SparkW2W radiate
through interiors with unexpected turns and tricks of light,
tantalising at every glance.

Did you know we’ve used the 100%
regenerated ECONYL® nylon yarn to
design both BlazeW2W and GleamW2W,
part of the Delight collection?

fibre. It is a closed-loop process, which allows
the transformation of nylon waste, into first
grade nylon used for the production of sustainable carpet products and other textiles.

This is a first for arc edition and a premium
example of how we explore the possible synergies within the Balta Group. Already since 2011,
sister company modulyss took up a pioneer
role by using the ECONYL® yarn in all of its
eco-collections. Joining modulyss and designing
high-performing wall-to-wall carpets with
sustainability in mind hence was an easy choice
for arc edition.

Recovering ghost fishing nets is made possible
by Healthy Seas®, a cross-sector initiative
created by two NGOs and two businesses,
among which Aquafil, that have joined forces to
tackle the problem of marine litter.

The high-grade ECONYL® nylon yarn is derived
from recovered fishing nets and other waste
materials that are regenerated through the
ECONYL® Regeneration System by Aquafil,
Europe’s premier manufacturer of PA 6 carpet

For more info, visit www.healthyseas.org
and www.econyl.com

pixelated
gloss effect

BlazeW2W 963

BlazeW2W 399

In a world marked by technological revolutions, the cool look
of BlazeW2W embodies our perpetually moving digital existence.

CONSTRUCTION Minituft 5/64” loop
PILE MATERIAL 100% ECONYL® yarn
PILE WEIGHT Ca. 640 g/m²

BlazeW2W 668

This minituft wall-to-wall carpet, made of 100% regenerated
ECONYL® yarns, offers an industrial and minimal design
with an ultra-clean and pixelated gloss effect.

ri ch & sh iny
look

CONSTRUCTION 1/10” cut pile frisé
PILE MATERIAL ECONYL® yarn + PA 6
PILE WEIGHT Ca. 1.300 g/m²

GleamW2W exudes luxury and comfort through its
rich and shiny feel.
Perfectly suited for hospitality spaces and luxury
office areas, this carpet blends dull and glossy yarns
to create a chic, mysterious mood, while being
extraordinarily soft to the touch.
GleamW2W 315
GleamW2W 306

GleamW2W 212

su btle m etallic
glaze

Spark W2W 847

Spark W2W 482

The SparkW2W collection lights up spaces with a
sophisticated yet subtle glow and transcends in elegance.
This loop pile carpet delivers a metallic glaze that subtly
reflects and glimmers throughout your interior. The
colour palette allows you to go for a tone-on-tone look,
or to create a bold colour combination.

CONSTRUCTION 1/10” loop
PILE MATERIAL 100% PA 6
PILE WEIGHT Ca. 690 g/m²

Spark W2W 482

CONSTRUCTION

Minituft 5/64” loop pile

Tufting 1/10” cut pile frisé

Tufting 1/10” loop pile

PILE MATERIAL

100% Econyl® yarn
100% regenerated solution dyed nylon

Econyl® yarn
+ PA 6

100% PA 6

PRIMARY BACKING

non woven PES

non woven PES

non woven PES

SECONDARY BACKING

Action Back

Action Back

Action Back

PILE WEIGHT

Ca. 640 gr/m²

Ca. 1.300 gr/m²

Ca. 690 gr/m²

TOTAL WEIGHT

Ca. 2.856 gr/m²

Ca. 2.450 gr/m²

Ca. 1.900 gr/m²

PILE HEIGHT

Ca. 1 mm

Ca. 6,2 mm

Ca. 3,5 mm

TOTAL HEIGHT

Ca. 5,3 mm

Ca. 9,0 mm

Ca. 5,9 mm

TUFT DENSITY

Ca. 200.000/m²

Ca. 164.000/m²

Ca. 272.000/m²

PILE DENSITY

Ca. 0,215 g/cm³

Ca. 0,158 g/cm³

Ca. 0,143 g/cm³

CLASSIFICATION - EN 1307

33 - LC1

33 - LC5

33 - LC2

CASTOR CHAIR SUITABILITY - EN 985

A: intensive use

A: intensive use

A: intensive use

STAIR SUITABILITY - EN 1963

A: intensive use

A: intensive use

A: intensive use

PERMANENTLY ANTISTATIC - ISO 6356

< 2 kV

< 2 kV

< 2 kV

IMPACT NOISE RATING - ISO 140-8

18 dB ΔLw

32 dB ΔLw

26 dB ΔLw

SOUND ABSORPTION - ISO 354

0,15 αw

0,20 αw

0,15 αw

THERMAL RESISTANCE - ISO 8302

0,047 m² K/W

0,12 m² K/W

0,07 m² K/W

FASTNESS TO LIGHT - ISO 105-B02

≥7

≥5

≥ 5-6

COLOUR FASTNESS TO WATER - ISO105-E01 ≥ 4-5

≥ 4-5

≥ 4-5

FIRE RESISTANCE - EN13501-1

Cfl-s1 if glued

Cfl-s1

Cfl-s1

RUBBING FASTNESS - EN ISO 105-X12

≥4

≥4

≥4

NUMBER OF COLOURS

9

10

10

WIDTH - EN ISO 3018

ca. 400 cm

ca. 400 cm

ca. 400 cm
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